


supply chain issues.  However, we have enough savings in other areas of the project that
we believe can off-set those increased costs.” They would like to know where those
savings came from. 
Taser 7 I know has more capabilities than Taser x26, specifically it can state if the
subject is penetrated by the darts, the amount of times the trigger was pulled and if it
made contact with the subject, how long the voltage lasted, etc. They would like to
know what Taser X26, the older model, can measure – what metrics does it provide?
Does the Department have any data regarding the failure rate of current LASD Tasers?
How many times have they failed?
Does the Department have any information on what happens when Tasers fail? Does it
mean more voltage is used? Or less voltage?
Lastly, is it likely that using a Taser out of warranty will result in a viable cause of
action against the county? Have there been court cases that have stemmed from just
such warranty issues?

 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.
 
Thanks,
Kriththika Vasudevan, Deputy Inspector General
Los Angeles County Office of the Inspector General
312 S. Hill Street, 3rd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90013
(T) 
(F) 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents contains confidential
and legally privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable
laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.
 





Hey 

Hope you are doing well. My bosses had a couple of questions on BWC, which I was hoping
you could help me out with:

What is the Court Levy Crew? Is that different than just the Court Services Unit as a
whole getting BWC?  

The Court Levy Crew is part of the Civil Management Bureau within Court
Services Division.  They are the unit who handles court ordered evictions,
subpoena service, etc.  They were selected for BWCs based on the type of duty
they perform.

You had mentioned  in your email response: “The only cost issue we are currently
observing are increased network equipment costs that were not accounted for due to
supply chain issues.  However, we have enough savings in other areas of the project
that we believe can off-set those increased costs.” They would like to know where those
savings came from. 

The savings come from other line-items within the budget such as salary savings
and other capital asset purchase lines.  We constantly work with the CEO to
manage the budget and expenses.

Taser 7 I know has more capabilities than Taser x26, specifically it can state if the
subject is penetrated by the darts, the amount of times the trigger was pulled and if it
made contact with the subject, how long the voltage lasted, etc. They would like to
know what Taser X26, the older model, can measure – what metrics does it provide?

The only metrics the X26 and X26P can provide are the activations and for how
long.  They do not indicate a successful connection with the subject.

Does the Department have any data regarding the failure rate of current LASD Tasers?
How many times have they failed?

The Department does not maintain or track any data regarding Taser failures.
Does the Department have any information on what happens when Tasers fail? Does it
mean more voltage is used? Or less voltage?

The Department does not maintain this information or would know of an over or
under voltage provided from the Taser due to the inability of the current model to



provide this information.
Lastly, is it likely that using a Taser out of warranty will result in a viable cause of
action against the county? Have there been court cases that have stemmed from just
such warranty issues?

This is pending a response from our Civil Litigation Unit.  However, given the lack of
available metrics that indicate voltage or physical connection, we may be unable to
answer this question accurately.  Contrarily, the Taser 7 could provide such metrics that
would be able to answer that question as civil claims and lawsuits are filed.

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Thanks,
Kriththika Vasudevan, Deputy Inspector General
Los Angeles County Office of the Inspector General
312 S. Hill Street, 3rd Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90013
(T) 
(F)

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents contains confidential
and legally privileged information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient.
Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is prohibited and may violate applicable
laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.

The Department provided the OIG with all the requested information




